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Let A be a finite-dimensional tame quiver algebra over a finite field k. We
prove that Hall polynomials exist for A.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a finite field k. mod-A is the
Ž .category of all finite right A-modules, and ind-A is the full subcategory
of mod-A whose objects are representatives of isomorphism classes of
indecomposable A-modules.
For any N , . . . , N , Mmod-A, we denote by G M the number of1 t N    N1 t
filtrations
MU U   U  00 1 t
of M such that U U N , for 1 i t. In particular, G M is thei1 i i L N
number of the submodules U of M such that UN and MU L.
	 
 Ž .Recall from 5 that the Hall algebra H A , now also called the RingelHall
algebra, by definition, is the free abelian group with basis the set of
	 
isomorphism classes M of finite modules, with the multiplication
	 
 	 
 M 	 
N  N  G M .Ý1 2 N N1 2
	 
M
Ž .The subalgebra of H A generated by the simple A-modules, denoted by
Ž .C A , is called Ringel’s composition algebra of A.
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Ž 	 
.By recent works of C. M. Ringel, J. A. Green, and J. Xiao see 1, 810
we know that the RingelHall algebras have a strong relationship with
both Lie algebras and quantum groups, and Hall polynomials provide some
convenience in calculating the structural coefficients of the corresponding
	 
Lie algebras and quantum groups. In 6 , C. M. Ringel conjectured the
existence of Hall polynomials for every representation-finite algebra. This
conjecture was proven to hold true for some classes of representation-finite
Ž 	 
.algebras, such as directed representation algebra Ringel in 5 , represen-
Ž 	 
.tation-finite trivial extension algebras Peng in 4 , and cyclic serial alge-
Ž 	 
. 	 
bras Guo in 2 . However, the Ringel’s conjecture is still open. From 7 ,
we know that Hall polynomials exist for A if A is Dynkin type. In this
paper, we generalize this result to the tame type.
In the sequel, we always assume that k is a finite field with q elements
and A is a finite-dimensional tame quiver k-algebra, i.e., the ordinary
quiver of A is one of the Euclidean diagrams with admissible orientation.
 Given a finite set M, we denote its cardinality by M .
Let E be a field extension of k. For any k-space V, we denote by V E
the E-space V E; then, of course, AE naturally becomes an E-algebra.k
	 
If S is a simple A-module, according to Theorem 7.5 in 3 , we know that
S E is the simple AE-module. For any Mmod-A, E is called M-
conservative for A if for any indecomposable summand N of M,
Ž .EEnd Nrad End N is a field. Under field isomorphism, we put
  E  E is a finite field extension of k andM
4E is M-conservative for A .
Note that  is an infinite set, since M has only finitely indecompos-M
	 
able summands. By 6 , we say that Hall polynomials exist for A, if for any
M 	 
M, N , N mod-A, there exists a polynomial g  Z x and an infinite1 2 N N1 2
subset M of  , such that for any EM ,N N MN N N N1 2 1 2 1 2
M   M
E
E Eg E G .Ž .N N N N1 2 1 2
Such a polynomial g M is called a Hall polynomial of A.N N1 2
Remark. When A is a representation-finite algebra, the above defini-
	 
tion is the same as in 6 .
The aim of this paper is to prove the following main results.
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional tame quier algebra oer a
finite field k. Then there exist Hall polynomials for A.
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2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of Theorem 1.1. To do this,




 Ž . LLEMMA 2.1. Assume that M  M  M in H A . Then G 1 2 M N















 M  N  M  N1 2
L1 	 
 L2 	 
 G L  G LÝ ÝM N 1 M N 21 2
L L1 2
L L 	 
 L L 	  
 G G L  G G L .ÝŽ . Ž .M N M N M N M N1 2 1 2
LL
Comparing the coefficients on the two sides, we have G L G L M N M N1LG .M N2
LEMMA 2.2. If X, Y ind-A, then there exists a nonnegatie integer
Ž .  Ž E E .    hŽ X , Y .Eh X, Y such that Hom X , Y  E for any E .A XY
Proof. Note that X E, Y E  ind-AE and X, Y lie in the same compo-
nent of the AuslanderReiten quiver of A if and only if X E, Y E lie in the
same component of the AuslanderReiten quiver of AE.
Ž . Ž .Let h X, Y  dim Hom X, Y . For any E , by Lemma 7.4 ink A XY
	 
3 , we have
E E E
EHom X , Y Hom X , Y ;Ž . Ž .Ž .A A
Ž E E . Ž .  Ž E E . E Ehence, dim Hom X , Y  h X, Y . Therefore, Hom X , Y E A A
hŽ X , Y . E .
LEMMA 2.3. Gien M, Nmod-A, there exists a nonnegatie integer
Ž .  Ž E E .    hŽ M , N .Eh M, N such that Hom M , N  E for any E .A MN
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that M a X X, N b Y Y,X ind- A Y  ind- A
Ž . Ž . Ž .where all a X and b X are non-negative integers, and almost all a X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and b X are zero. Put h M, N Ý a X b Y h X, Y . WeX , Y  ind- A
have
hŽ M , N .E E  EHom M , N  E for all E .Ž .A MN
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LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a simple A-module, and let M, Nmod-A. There
M M 	 
exist the Hall polynomials g , g  Z x such that for any E ,S N NS MN
M E M  E EG  g E 1Ž . Ž .N S NS
M E M  E EG  g E . 2Ž . Ž .S N S N
Ž .Proof. By duality, we only need to prove 1 , and we may assume that
there exists a short sequence 0 SMN 0 with middle term M;
otherwise, we may take g M  0. For any E , S E is the simpleNS MN
E Ž 	 
. Ž E E .EA -module Theorem 7.5 in 3 . Take fHom S , M , if f  0, thenA
S E  Im f , and we have a commutative diagram with exact rows,
f f
E E E   0 S M M Imf 0
  
f gI
iE E E   S0 M N 0,
where i is the inclusion map and I is the identity map. Since f and I are
isomorphisms, by Five Terms Lemma, g is also an isomorphism, i.e.,
M EIm fN E. Therefore,
E hŽS , M .M E E  E E EG  Hom S , M  1 E  1.Ž .N S A
M hŽS, M . 	 
Take g  x  1 Z x ; by Lemma 2.3, we haveN , S
M   M
E
E Eg E G .Ž .NS N S
LEMMA 2.5. Let N , N , . . . , N be simple A-modules except at most only1 2 t
one. Then there exists the Hall polynomial g M for all Mmod-A.N , N    N1 2 t
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we may assume that t  2 and N is simple. For1




E E E  G M EE E G LEE E .ÝN N    N N L N    N1 2 t 1 2 t
L
By Lemma 2.4 and using induction on t, we may take
M L 	 
g  g g  Z x .ÝN N    N N L N    N1 2 t 1 2 t
L
Then, there exists an infinite subset M of  , such that for anyN MNi iM M Ž  . M E ME E EE , g E G , i.e., g is the Hall polyno-N N N    N N N    N N N    Ni 1 2 t 1 2 t 1 2 t
mial.
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LEMMA 2.6. Let M, N, L be A-modules with N preprojectie or preinjec-
tie. Then the Hall polynomials g M and g M exist.NL L N
Proof. By duality, we only need to prove the existence of the Hall
M 	 
 Ž .polynomial g . If N is preprojective or preinjective, then N C ANL
	 
according to 11, 12 . Assume that
	 
N  a S  S , a  Z.Ý i    i i i i    i1 t 1 t 1 t
 4i , . . . , i  1, . . . , n1 t
By Lemma 2.1, for any finite extension field E of k, we have
G M
E
E E  a G M EE E E .ÝN L i    i S    S L1 t i i1 t
 4i , . . . , i  1, . . . , n1 t
M 	 
By using Lemma 2.5, we have the Hall polynomials g  Z x . LetS    S Li i1 t
M M 	 
g  a g  Z x .ÝNL i    i S    S L1 t i i1 t
 4i , . . . , i  1, . . . , n1 t
Then there exists an infinite subset M of  , and for anyNL MNL
M M E M Ž  . ME EE , we have G G E , i.e., g is the Hall polynomialNL N L NL NL
of A.
1 Ž .For any M, N, Lmod-A, we denote by Ext N, L the set of allA M
1 Ž . 	 
exact sequences in Ext N, L with middle term M. By Lemma 3.1 in 4 ,A
we have the following formula:
LEMMA 2.7. For any M, N, Lmod-A,
1  Ext N , L  Aut MŽ . MA AMG  .NL    Aut N  Aut L  Hom N , LŽ .A A A
Ž .LEMMA 2.8. 1 Let P be a preprojectie A-module, and M PM ,1
N PN , where M N has no nonzero preprojectie summand. If X is1 1 1
a regular A-module, then we hae G M G M1 .N X N X1
Ž .2 Let I be a preinjectie A-module, and MM  I, NN  I,1 1
where M N has no nonzero preinjectie summand. If X is a regular1 1
A-module, then we hae G M G M1 .X N X N1
Ž .Proof. By duality, we only need to prove 1 . If there is no short exact
sequence 0 XMN 0 with middle term M, then we have G MX N
 0G M1 . Now, we assume that there exists such a short exact sequenceX N1
0 XMN 0 with middle term M. Note that
1 0ž /0 gŽ .0, f  
0 X PM PN  01 1
f g
is exact if and only if 0 XM N  0 is exact.1 1
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Ž .Therefore, since Hom X, P  0, we haveA
1 1Ext N , X  Ext N , X .Ž . Ž .M MA 1 A1
1 Ž .Since Ext P, X  0, we have the following exact sequence:A
0Hom P , X Hom P , M Hom P , N  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .A A 1 A 1
This implies that
Hom P , M  Hom P , N  Hom P , X .Ž . Ž . Ž .A 1 A 1 A
Since
     Aut M  Aut M  Hom P , M  Aut P ,Ž .A A 1 A 1 A
     Aut N  Aut N  Hom P , N  Aut P ,Ž .A A 1 A 1 A
Hom N , P  Hom N , P  Hom P , X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .A A 1 A
by using Lemma 2.7, we have
1  Ext N , X  Aut MŽ . MA AMG N X    Aut N  Aut X  Hom N , XŽ .A A A
1  Ext N , X  Aut MŽ . MA 1 A 11
   Aut N  Aut X  Hom N , XŽ .A 1 A A 1
G M1 .N X1
LEMMA 2.9. Let N, L be regular A-modules and let M be any A-module.
Then the Hall polynomial g M exists.NL
Proof. Note that we may assume that there exists a short exact se-
quence 0 LMN 0 with middle term M; otherwise, we may
take g M  0 as the Hall polynomial.NL
First, we assume that L add T, where T is a connected regular
component of the AuslanderReiten quiver of A. Let NN N ,1 2
where N  add T, and N has no nonzero summand in add T. Then we1 2
have the decomposition MM  N , where M  add T. Since1 2 1
 1 Ž .   1 Ž .  Ž . Ž .Ext N, L  Ext N , L , Hom N , L  0, Hom N , N  0,A M A 1 M A 2 A 1 21
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Hom N , N  0, Hom M , N  0, Hom N , M  0, by LemmaA 2 1 A 1 2 A 2 1
2.7, we have
1  Ext N , L  Aut MŽ . MA AMG NL    Aut N  Aut L  Hom N , LŽ .A A A
1  Ext N , L  Aut MŽ . MA 1 A 11
   Aut N  Aut L  Hom N , LŽ .A 1 A A 1
G M1 .N L1
	 
Note that M , N , L add T; by Theorem 2.1 in 13 , we know that there1 1
M1 	 
exists the Hall polynomial g  Z x , such that for any E ,N MN L1 1
M1   M
E
1g E G .Ž . E EN L N L1 1
Since G M
E
E E G M EE E , this implies that there exists the Hall polynomi-N L N L1
al g M .NL
Finally, we assume that L L  L   L , where L  add T and1 2 t i i





quiver of A. Since L  L  L  L , we have1 2 t
G M G M  G M1 G M2  G M .ÝNL NL L    L NL M L M L1 2 t 1 1 2 t1 t
M , M , . . . , M1 2 t
Since N, M , M , . . . , M are regular A-modules, and L  T , we have the1 2 t i i
Hall polynomials g Mi , 1 i t, where M N, M M. LetM L 0 ti1 i
g M  g M1 g M2  g M .ÝNL NL M L M L1 1 2 t1 t
M , M , . . . , M1 2 t
MThen g is the Hall polynomial of A. This completes the proof.NL
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let M, N, Lmod-A.
First, if N P R with P preprojective, R and L are regular A-mod-
Ž . Mules; by Lemma 2.8 1 and Lemma 2.9, we have the Hall polynomial g .NL
Ž .Second, assume that L P R I, where P resp. R, I is preprojec-





polynomial g . In fact, since L  P  R  I , we haveNL
G M G M  G L1 G L2 G M .ÝNL NPR I NP L R L I1 2
L , L1 2
By Lemma 2.6, we have the existence of the Hall polynomials g L1 andNP
g M . Since L can be written as the direct sum of a preprojectiveL I 12
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A-module and a regular A-module, we already prove the existence of the
Hall polynomial g L2 .L R1
Take
g M  g L1 g L2 g M .ÝNL NP L R L I1 2
L , L1 2
Then g M is the Hall polynomial of A.NL
Finally, assume that N P  R  I and L P  R  I , where P1 1 1 2 2 2 i









N  P  R  I and L  P  R  I , we have1 1 1 2 2 2





N , N , N , N1 2 3 4
By Lemma 2.6, we have the existence of the Hall polynomials g M , g N3 ,P N I N1 4 1 2
g N2 , g N1 , and the existence of the Hall polynomial g N4 follows fromP N R I R N2 1 2 2 1 3
the second arguments.
Put





N , N , N , N1 2 3 4
We have the existence of the Hall polynomial g M . This completes theNL
proof.
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